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Climate change has significantly impacted the world’s antiquities and heritage; however, the impact
varies from country to country, jeopardizing world heritage. Egyptian antiquities have not been
immune from it; they are part of the world heritage facing the repercussions of climate change.
Hence, the Egyptian State has paid great attention to the issue of climate change and spared no
effort in this pursuit. It implemented national policies and measures to catch up with the fight
against climate change at the national level and strengthen cooperation at the regional and
international levels. It has been coordinating mutual efforts across various sectors affected by
climate change, especially historical heritage.

Climate Change and Egyptian Antiquities
Throughout time, Egyptian antiquities have faced many challenges caused by natural phenomena.
They did not affect them easily. However, these phenomena are likely to cause damage or threats in
the future that affect the fate of antiquity on the long term. Now, Egyptian antiquities are facing a
new challenge: climate change. Its effects have intensified; their persistence could lead to losses in
all fields, especially in the Egyptian antiquities that are universally documented as human heritage.
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The most important negative repercussions of climate change on Egyptian antiquities are
rising temperatures, humidity, and sea level rise. They may lead to damage to archaeological
sites. Stones are affected by expansion and contraction, while sea level rise threatens to
drown some antiquities of different historical periods.
Humidity in Egypt has risen by up to 80% and is expected to rise to 90% in 2030. The
Egyptian Meteorological Authority (EMA) warned that such a rise has led to the appearance
of fungal and bacterial mold on some organic antiquities of wood and fabric, altering the
colors and fibers of the antiquities. Metal antiquities have been exposed to rust.
In addition, rainwater leaking through the walls of archaeological buildings caused the
exposure of the pores of the walls in archaeological areas to salt that reacts with humidity
and heat due to the phenomena of freezing and crystallization. This represents one of the
most dangerous factors threatening the solidity of archaeological buildings.
Although Egypt's greenhouse gas emissions do not exceed 0.6% of the world's total
emissions, they will have caused a temperature rise of 5.6 degrees Celsius in Aswan and
3.5 degrees Celsius in Alexandria by 2090. According to estimates of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), an average temperature rise of three degrees Celsius is
expected globally by 2100. The said would have negative repercussions on Egyptian
antiquities, namely, color damage, yellowing, as well as cracks because of the successive
expansion and contraction processes resulting from continuous temperature changes due to
ultraviolet radiation.
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Egyptian Antiquities Affected by Climate
Change
In light of this climate change, several Egyptian
antiquities have become more vulnerable to the
pertaining risks. The most prominent are:
Karnak Temple: It is a historic temple located
on the east bank of the Nile, specifically in the
city of Luxor; in addition, it is one of the most
visited and popular archaeological sites. Sun
rays have damaged most of the walls and
changed their colors.
Granite structures in Aswan: The rising summer
temperatures seem to have left their mark on
the building blocks of some of Aswan's
archaeological sites; temperatures sometimes
rise to over 40 degrees. The said can slowly
affect many pink granite structures; granite
expands in the sun during the day and then
shrinks overnight at lower temperatures.

It should be noted that many
archaeological and environmental studies
have indicated that Aswan— and most of
the coastal cities overlooking the Nile— is
likely to be more vulnerable to climate
change, affecting its archaeological sites.
Water storage in the region aggravates the
risks of climate change, and water stress
will result in the disruption of
archaeological soils and ecosystems.
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Ancient mud-brick buildings: The most serious
climatic hazards occur during the winter.
Rainfall significantly destroys ancient mud-brick
buildings, most of which have lasted for a long
time due to limited rainfall. In 1994, dust storms
and rains had a significant negative impact on
archaeological sites. Hundreds of tombs,
including many tombs of the Valley of the Kings
and Queens, flooded; moreover, the Temple of
Seti I turned into a lake. Hundreds of traditional
mud-brick houses collapsed.
Citadel of Qaitbay: Built in the Middle Ages in
Alexandria, the medieval citadel is one of the
areas most vulnerable to climate change.

Al-Gawhara Palace: It was established in 1814 in

Strong waves and currents —caused by the rise

the Citadel of Salah al-Din al-Ayyubi in Cairo. It

in sea level— have reached its foundations. To

consists of several main blocks consisting of two

face this, the Egyptian State installed a long row

layers starting with the main entrance. To the

of concrete sea barriers visible from the

left of this entrance, there are many buildings

waterfront in the city center, known as the

topped by other buildings, characterized by

"Corniche".

simplicity and connected to the “Saraya El-Adl”

Shatby Necropolis: Shatby Necropolis contains
the oldest tombs in Alexandria and appears to
have been established very soon after this
historic city was founded in 332 BC, in which
funerary rituals were conducted. It is also
damaged as a result of rising sea level, which
undermines the solidity of rocks.

(Court of Justice) established by Muhammad Ali
Pasha. The second layer is above the reception
hall. The impact of climate change can be seen
in wooden holdings and furniture; they were
eroded due to exposure to humidity and
bacteria. Apparent change took place in the
metal artifacts in addition to cracks in the walls.
Khedive Tawfiq Palace: It was built in 1888 on an

According to IPCC, Alexandria is

area of 24 feddans. It is characterized by a
classic architectural style clearly influenced by

likely to be exposed to the rising sea level

the Renaissance buildings in Europe. Parts of

phenomenon that leads to coastal erosion

the palace have been damaged: internal

and flooding. This will lead to significant

collapses as a result of repeated fires due to

impacts on infrastructure, beaches, and

high temperatures, cracks in the building, and

cultural heritage sites.
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damage to wooden artifacts.

King Farouk's Rest House at the Pyramids: It

Citadel of Qaitbay Protection: The Ministry of

was constructed in 1946, adopting the

Water Resources and Irrigation, represented by

Pharaonic style, on an area of 513 m2. Its floor

the Shore Protection Authority (SPA),

is high above the sidewalk. As a result of the

implemented the largest integrated marine-

crystallization of salts on the roof of the

engineering project of its kind to protect the

building, several cracks appeared. Such

Citadel of Qaitbay in Alexandria. Its cost

organic effects are the fastest in terms of

amounted to EGP 267 million; it is the largest

impacts and damage. Groundwater also

project for an archaeological site on the Egyptian

emerged under the building.

coasts. It was completed by 95% this year.

Policies and procedures: State’s efforts to
protect antiquities
“The Egyptian State has been alerted to the
need to keep abreast of global events,
especially with regard to climate change.
Consequently, it launched Egypt National
Climate Change Strategy 2050. It is the
official step to kick-off cooperation between
Egypt and the world and host COP27 in Sharm
El-Sheikh in November 2022."
Egypt has been afflicted by these
repercussions. Studying its policies, it is sound
to say that Egypt has adopted many measures
to combat these repercussions related to
climate change on antiquities. Although it is
difficult to number these measures, it is
possible to at least tackle some of them:
Project to restore the original colors of the

Megaprojects to protect the beaches of
Alexandria: Not only did it protect the Citadel,
but SPA also implemented several megaprojects
to protect the beaches of Alexandria, which cost
EGP 969 million.
The issue of protecting the Corniche and beaches
was a priority in order to protect the coasts from
the repercussions of climate change. Work was
needed to stop the retreat of the beach line in
areas suffering from severe erosion.
Climate change adaptation project:
Internationally, the country has collaborated with
the Green Climate Fund (GCF) and the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) to
fund the project of promoting climate change
adaptation in Egypt's North Coast and Nile Delta.
It began in 2018 and will run until 2024 at the cost
of USD 31.4 million.

columns of Karnak Temple: It targets

One of the main objectives of the project is to

restoring the colors, inscriptions, and

limit the risk of coastal flooding on Egypt's North

hieroglyphic writings on the columns to the

Coast caused by the expected rise in sea level and

nearest shape they had been before they

frequent severe storms through the installation

were affected by the repercussions of climate

of flexible low-cost barriers to mitigate the

change.

effects of the phenomena on infrastructure.
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Coastal areas management plan: The State has also developed the entire Integrated Coastal Zone
Management (ICZM) in the Northern Coast of Egypt to manage the risks of climate change on the
long term and enhance the ability to adapt to the risks of impending floods. It falls within the
framework of the beach protection projects implemented by the State to face the effects of
climate change and to protect facilities worth about EGP 200 billion.

Parallel paths: preserving Egypt's antiquities to combat climate change
Alongside these previous efforts, there are parallel efforts that can be made to preserve Egypt’s
antiquities and heritage in the face of this global threat, including:
Cooperation and benefit from international experiences: Despite the efforts made in the
preservation of antiquities and heritage, this new challenge requires more international
cooperation and benefit from international experiences in addressing the issue. The world's
advanced mechanisms in the protection of antiquities and national heritage should be applied; in
addition, international experts in the restoration and preservation of antiquities can be assigned to
work. The latest global technologies should be used for protecting antiquities such as
nanotechnology, laser, and enzyme technology.

Modern scientific technologies: New scientific tools and techniques, such as geographic
information systems, remote sensing, as well as climate models, can be used in monitoring and
managing cultural heritage sites and —especially— valuable coastal sites. They are important not
only from a scientific point of view but also in providing information that can be used in
development planning and the development of early warning systems for the impacts of climate
change, especially weather-related events and storms. They may support decision-making in the
field of cultural heritage management.
Formation of specialized committees: A committee of entities concerned with Egyptian
antiquities can be formed to protect antiquities from the repercussions of climate change by
surveying archaeological areas and buildings at risk through a database (e.g., high-data mapping
and three-dimensional visualizations). Records would be developed of buildings at risk and the
types of risks and threats to which they are exposed.
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In this regard, some of these archaeological buildings can be converted into museums to
document an important historical period in Egypt's modern history, such as the opening of the
King Farouk’s Rest House at the Pyramids and the Royal Rest House in Esna. Khedive Tawfiq Palace
was also turned into a rest house for guests of presidents and kings who visit Egypt throughout
their stay.
Adaptation of archaeological heritage to climate change: Although climate change is a global
challenge, there are many adaptation and prevention actions that can be taken at the local level.
They have been seen in many reports and recommendations developed by UNESCO in recent years.
Cooperation must be established among international organizations to work on the same file in
support of the committee for the protection of antiquities and heritage.
Development of a strategy for adaptation to climate change in the antiquities sector: Its time is to
be determined and divided into terms (short - medium - long) with the inclusion of means and
tools concerned with dealing with these threats.

In conclusion, the State's enduring keenness on achieving Egypt's Vision 2030, especially
with regard to climate change, must be highlighted; it has adhered to the principles of
the Rio Declaration 1992, the Kyoto Agreement 1997, the Bali Action Plan, and the Paris
Agreement.
In order to strengthen international cooperation in the face of climate change, Egypt
has always stressed that maintaining dialogue between developed and developing
countries is the best solution to promote cooperation on climate issues. The
repercussions of climate change must be addressed throughout the world, which will be
stressed by the Egyptian State at COP27 in Sharm El-Sheikh in November 2022.
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